
Dogs well 
positioned in US
presidential race

It’s impossible to say who will take on Donald
Trump in the 2020 presidential election, but if
he is defeated by a Democrat, it’s likely that a

dog will return to the White House after a multi-
year absence. Whether named Maple, Bailey,
Champ or Skye, a dog appears to be a must-have
accessory for Democratic candidates seeking to
take on Trump, who stands out from his predeces-
sors for, among other reasons, not having a pet.

From the third minute of the speech launching
his campaign on April 14, Democratic phenomenon
Pete Buttigieg, the mayor of the city of South Bend
in the state of Indiana, brought his two dogs to the
fore. “I grew up in South Bend, in the same neigh-
borhood where Chasten (his husband) and I live
today, with our two dogs, Buddy and Truman,”
Buttigieg said. The couple’s two dogs have their
own Twitter account with nearly 70,000 followers.

Canine photo line
Senator Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts

also placed her golden retriever front and center in
her bid for America’s highest office, putting the
dog on the same footing as her husband. “Today, I
thought I’d bring the two guys in my life: Bruce and
Bailey. If anyone wants to stay around and take a
picture, I’ll be here and we can do that, and Bailey
will be out there with his own separate photo line,”
she said to delighted cheers from supporters.

Photos and videos show her bathing Bailey or
taking selfies with the pooch. Another Democratic
hopeful, Beto O’Rourke, has two dogs, Artemis and
Rosie, who are the stars of many family photos.
Among others vying for the presidency,
Representative Tim Ryan of Ohio is accompanied
by Bear and Buckeye, dogs he has referred to as
“two of the best friends our family could have
asked for.” Senator Kirsten Gillibrand of New York
bombarded her supporters with images of Maple,
her goldendoodle, a cross between a golden
retriever and a poodle.

National Dogs in Politics Day
Former Colorado governor John Hickenlooper

has a dog named Skye, which he featured in a
video on Instagram in which he spoke with his arm
around the pooch. “Hi, I’m John Hickenlooper. This
is my faithful dog Skye and I’m running for presi-
dent,” he said. In a country where people celebrate
“National Dogs in Politics Day,” man’s best friend
sometimes plays a decisive role.

Accused of receiving illegal campaign contribu-
tions, California senator Richard Nixon defended
himself in a television and radio address before 60
million Americans on September 23, 1952. He assured
them that he had accepted only a single gift-a dog
for his children named Checkers. Thus managing to
strike an emotional chord with the country, Nixon
saved his candidacy, and the “Checkers Speech”
went down in history. On the other hand, any failure
can be expensive in the politico-canine era. During
elections in 2008 and 2012, Republican presidential
candidate Mitt Romney was reproached for a dark
episode dating from 1983.

In June of that year, the Romney family traveled
over 600 miles (1,000 kilometers) from

Massachusetts to Canada, with their Irish setter
strapped onto the roof rack. Despite the installa-
tion of a windshield aimed at protecting Seamus,
the dog suffered diarrhea. Returning to the 2020
race, of all the dogs in the running, Major and
Champ are in the lead, with their master former
vice president Joe Biden the current Democratic
frontrunner.

The Biden couple’s dogs could then potentially
succeed Bo and Sunny-the Obama family’s

Portuguese water dogs-in the White House. Before
Barack Obama, presidents Jimmy Carter, Ronald
Reagan and Bill Clinton all had dogs. Both genera-
tions of Bush presidential families also had dogs:
Barney and Miss Beazley, George W Bush’s
Scottish terriers, even had a website, Barney.gov.
Sully, George HW Bush’s Labrador service dog,
accompanied the former president’s casket to
Washington, where his funeral was held in
December. —AFP
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From Kobani to 
Kirkuk: Kurdish 
struggle for their
rights and land

Acentury after their hopes of statehood were thwart-
ed, Kurds in the Middle East are still hampered by
regional hostility. Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran have

large Kurdish minorities seeking varying degrees of auton-
omy from central governments after decades of repression.
This is an overview of their status.

History
The Kurdish ethnic minority, mainly Sunni Muslims,

speaks a language related to Farsi and lives mostly in a
mountainous region straddling the borders of Armenia,
Iraq, Iran, Syria and Turkey. Kurdish nationalism stirred in
the 1890s when the Ottoman Empire was on its last legs.
The 1920 Treaty of Sevres, which imposed a settlement
and colonial carve-up of Turkey after World War One,
promised them independence. Three years later, Turkish
leader Kemal Ataturk tore up that accord. The Treaty of
Lausanne, ratified in 1924, divided the Kurds among the
new nations of the Middle East.

Syria
Before Syria’s popular uprising erupted in 2011, Kurds

formed 8-10 percent of the population. The Baathist
state, championing Arab nationalism, had deprived thou-
sands of Kurds of citizenship rights, banned their lan-
guage and clamped down on Kurdish political activity.
During the war, President Bashar al-Assad focused on
crushing mainly Sunni Arab rebels with the help of Russia
and Iran, turning a blind eye as Kurdish fighters carved
out self-rule across the north and east. Kurdish forces
have emerged among the biggest winners, controlling
about a quarter of the country-territory rich in oil, water
and farmland. It is the biggest chunk of Syria not in state
hands, now with its own forces and bureaucracy.

Assad has said he will recover the northeast but the
two sides have kept some channels open. The Kurdish
YPG militia’s power grew after joining forces with US
troops to seize territory from Islamic State. While the US
deployment provided a security umbrella that helped
Kurdish influence expand, Washington opposes the
autonomy plans. Their fate will rely heavily on how long
the US ally stays. Syrian Kurdish leaders say they do not
seek partition but rather regional autonomy as part of
Syria. They also fear an offensive from Turkey which
deems the YPG a threat along its border.

Turkey
Kurds form about 20 percent of the population. The

Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) took up arms against the
state in 1984 waging an insurgency for autonomy in
Turkey’s largely Kurdish southeast. Since then, more than
40,000 people have been killed in the conflict. PKK
leader Abdullah Ocalan was captured in 1999, tried and
sentenced to death. That was later reduced to life in
prison after Turkey abolished the death penalty.

Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan has removed
restrictions on using the Kurdish language. The govern-
ment held talks with Ocalan, who is in jail on an island
near Istanbul, in 2012, though the conflict has sputtered
on. The United States, the European Union and Turkey
classify the PKK as a terrorist organization. Turkey’s
military has often struck targets in Iraq’s Kurdish region
near the PKK’s stronghold in the Qandil mountains.
Erdogan has said he will crush Syria’s YPG, which
Ankara sees as a branch of the PKK, and has sent
troops into northern Syria to mount offensives rolling
back the Kurdish fighters.

Iraq
Kurds form 15-20 percent of the population, mainly

inhabiting the three northern provinces of Iraqi
Kurdistan. Late President Saddam Hussein’s rule targeted
Iraqi Kurds in the late 1980s when chemical gas was
used, villages were razed and thousands of Kurds were
forced into camps. Their region has been semi-
autonomous since 1991, has its own regional government
and armed forces, but still relies on the Baghdad central
government for its budget. 

When Islamic State militants swept through much of
northern Iraq in 2014, Kurdish fighters exploited the col-
lapse of central authority to take control of Kirkuk, the
oil city they regard as their ancient regional capital, as
well as other territory disputed by Baghdad and the
Kurdish north.

Iraqi government forces and Kurdish Peshmerga
fighters, with US backing, defeated Islamic State which
had overrun swathes of northern Iraq. Iraq’s Kurds held a
referendum on independence in September 2017, which
backfired and triggered a regional crisis in the face of
opposition from Baghdad and regional powers. The vote
prompted military and economic retaliation from
Baghdad, which retook the territory seized by Kurdish
forces since 2014. Ties have since improved, but tensions
remain over oil exports and revenue-sharing. —Reuters

Supporters of the opposition party Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) hold a mock coffin bearing the face of the ruling African National Congress (ANC) President Cyril Ramaphosa
during EFF final election rally at Orlando Stadium in Soweto, ahead of general elections. —AFP

South Africa’s
Ramaphosa 
faces obstacles
to reform

Even with a decisive election victory for
South Africa’s ruling party this week,
the country’s President Cyril

Ramaphosa could still struggle to push
through the tough reforms needed to galva-
nize Africa’s most developed economy, say
analysts and some party insiders. The former
union leader turned business tycoon has
promised to introduce major economic
reforms and extend a crackdown on corrup-
tion if his African National Congress (ANC)
party is returned to power in Wednesday’s
national election. 

Ramaphosa’s allies say a result close to 60
percent in this week’s parliamentary vote,
which some opinion polls suggest could be
possible, would strengthen his hand to deliver
on those pledges. But some analysts and
ANC party insiders are sceptical that
Ramaphosa would make much progress with

reforms, even with a clear election victory.
They cite his tenuous grip over the party’s
decision-making bodies, where former com-
rades in the struggle against the brutal
apartheid regime are at each other’s throats
in a high-stakes battle for power and wealth.

“Ramaphosa needs a united ANC to
achieve his agenda, but he doesn’t have that,”
said a veteran ANC politician who did not
wish to be identified discussing internal rival-
ries. “His enemies are going nowhere.” Ralph
Mathekga, a political analyst and author of a
book on Ramaphosa, echoed the view.
“There’s a herd mentality that if Ramaphosa
gets a strong majority for the ANC, it will
somehow strengthen him. That’s not the
case,” he said.

Ramaphosa disputes that his hands will
be tied if he is returned to power. At a cam-
paign event last week in Johannesburg he
said there would be a “step-change” in the
pace of reform and that the economy was
ready for lift off. “Our government is now
going to open up the valves of our economy
and give our people an opportunity,” he said.
Ramaphosa became leader of the ANC in
December 2017 after narrowly defeating a
faction allied with his scandal-plagued pred-
ecessor Jacob Zuma. This will  be
Ramaphosa’s first national election since tak-
ing over as head of state in February 2018,
after roughly four years as Zuma’s deputy.

The president is under pressure to
address gaping racial disparities in income
and wealth that persist 25 years after the end
of white minority rule. He also wants to
reverse a slide in support for the ANC, which
has governed South Africa since 1994 but in
recent years has lost support in major cities
like the financial and political capitals of
Johannesburg and Pretoria.

In the 15 months since he took office,
Ramaphosa has been forced into uneasy
compromises in key policy areas like land
reform and fixing struggling state power firm
Eskom, opposition politicians say.
Ramaphosa has vowed to accelerate the
redistribution of land to the black majority,
endorsing an opposition bill to amend the
constitution to make expropriation without
compensation easier.

But he also has offered assurances that
investments and food security would not be
threatened. In doing so, he satisfied neither
radical left-wing nor business-friendly fac-
tions within his governing alliance and the
opposition. On Eskom, the president has
promised trade unions that there will be no
layoffs as part of a turnaround plan, even
though company management and energy
experts say the utility’s bloated workforce is
one of its biggest problems.

Getting land reform right and repairing
Eskom will be critical to restoring investor

confidence in an economy where growth has
slowed to a trickle due to a toxic mix of cor-
ruption scandals and regulatory upheaval
during Zuma’s tenure. “If you see progress in
the clean-up of state-owned enterprises like
Eskom that would mean that big headache
that investors have would fade away,” said
Tilmann Kolb, analyst at the financial servic-
es firm UBS Global Wealth Management.

ANC opponents
A key challenge for the president is the

opposition he faces within his own party,
sources in the ANC say. A close Zuma ally,
Ace Magashule, is in charge of the day-
to-day running of the party. And, while
some senior  party f igures previous ly
aligned with Zuma have shifted their sup-
port to Ramaphosa, he still has to spend
time managing opponents within the ANC,
sources say.

The ANC’s list of parliamentary candi-
dates contains many hardliners who are
opposed to Ramaphosa’s reformist agenda
and could frustrate his initiatives in parlia-
ment. Ramaphosa has to choose all but two
members of his next cabinet from his party’s
parliamentary caucus. While analysts expect
him to appoint close confidants to key posts
like finance minister and foreign minister, he
may have to hand lesser posts to opponents
he wishes to bring onside. —Reuters

S Africa: Struggling 25 years after apartheid

In this file photo, Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), husband Bruce Mann and their dog Bailey
take the stage before Warren addresses an ‘Organizing Event’ as part of her exploratory pres-
idential committee at Manchester Community College in Manchester, NH. —AFP

Twenty-five years after the end of white-minority
rule, South Africa remains one of the most unequal
countries in the world and is held back by corrup-

tion and crime. Ahead of May 8 elections in which the
African National Congress (ANC) is seeking to retain
power, here is some background:

Decades of apartheid
The radical race-based system of apartheid that

favored the white minority over the black majority became
official government policy in 1948. It governed all aspects
of life, restricting non-whites to unskilled jobs and inferior
education, services and living conditions. Whites controlled
politics, the economy and the land. The system was dis-
mantled nearly five decades later, after a long and bitter
struggle, its demise sealed by the April 1994 elections in
which blacks were able to vote for the first time.

Mandela
Then ANC leader Nelson Mandela, who was jailed for

27 years for his efforts to overthrow apartheid, became
South Africa’s first black president in 1994. His release in
1990 heralded the transition to democracy for which he
won the Nobel Peace Prize with the last white president,
FW de Klerk. Mandela committed to only one term, step-

ping down in 1999. Internationally respected as an icon of
reconciliation, his death in 2013 was met with an outpour-
ing of emotion worldwide. Later, in-fighting and graft
scandals within the ANC peaked in 2018 when Jacob Zuma
was forced to step down as president.

‘Rainbow Nation’ tarnished 
The optimism of the post-apartheid “Rainbow Nation”

has waned amid widespread complaints of weak gover-
nance, poor delivery of public services, corruption and
crime. The number of regular houses, as opposed to
makeshift shacks, increased by a quarter since 1996, as did
access to electricity (61 percent), according to a Centre for
Risk Analysis survey in 2019. But some 20 percent of black
households are classed as living in extreme poverty com-
pared to 2.9 percent of white households, the Institute of
Race Relations says. With a population of 56.7 million
(2017), the country still has “one of the highest inequality
rates in the world,” the World Bank says. Most of South
Africa’s arable land, meanwhile, remains in the hands of
white farmers.

Economic woes 
The second-strongest economy in Africa behind

Nigeria, South Africa is the world’s top producer of plat-

inum and a leading supplier of gold, diamonds and other
minerals. However, mining has shed about 300,000 jobs,
now only making up about seven percent of gross domes-
tic product from a peak of about 20 percent in the 1980s.
Having seen sharp gains from 1994 to 2006 with annual
growth above five percent, the economy crashed in 2008
at the height of the global financial crisis. Growth was just
0.8 percent in 2018 and is projected to be 1.3 percent for
2019, the World Bank says. Official unemployment is at
27.1 percent, reaching 53 percent for people aged under
35 - among the highest in the world.

Sunny SA 
With unspoiled beaches, vineyards and animal

reserves, the country was the continent’s leading tourist
destination behind Morocco in 2017, according to the
UN’s tourism authority. There were more than 10 million
visitors in 2017, and the sector contributed 10 percent
to the economy. The country hosted Africa’s first World
Cup in 2006 and is also the sole nation on the continent
to allow gay marriage. But crime remains persistently
high, the murder rate rising in 2017 to about 57 a day.
South Africa also has the biggest HIV/AIDS epidemic in
the world, with 7.1 million people living with HIV, the
UN says. —AFP
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